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The ICARUS T600 detector 

 Two identical modules 

 3.6 x 3.9 x 19.6  ≈ 275 m3 each 

 Liquid Ar active mass: ≈ 476 t 

 Drift  length = 1.5 m 

 HV = -75 kV    E = 0.5 kV/cm  

 vdrift = 1.55 mm/μs 

 4 wire chambers:  

 2 chambers per module  

 3 readout wire planes per chamber, wires at 0, ±60°      

 ≈ 54000 wires, 3 mm pitch, 3 mm plane spacing 

 20+54 PMTs , 8” Ø, for scintillation light: 

 VUV sensitive (128nm) with wave shifter (TPB) 

Key feature: LAr purity from electro-negative molecules (O2, H2O,C02).             
Target: 0.1 ppb  O2 equivalent= 3 ms lifetime (4.5 m drift @ Edrift = 500 V/cm). 
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Criogenics & Infrastructures 

 More than 1 year continuous operation of whole cryogenic plant:  

    - High safety/reliability/stability, continuous operation, no dead time;  

      - High thermal uniformity inside the 2 LAr modules, high LAr purity. 

 

 Several upgrades/improvements to cryogenic plant : 
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   - Stirling system: 2 extra cryo-coolers 
added to existing 10: 9 active cryo-coolers; 

   - Cryostat insulation: new reliable vacuum 
system for insulation panels’pumping;  

   - UPS upgrade (8 hours autonomy) for 
PLC, valves, LN2 cooling pumps,  automatic 
restart of  LN2 pumps in case of 
accidental stop/fault;  

   - Supervision control system (SCADA): 
implementation  for remote use. 

 

 



Recent Improvements  
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   - Electrical plant: 2nd electrical line (cryo-coolers & T600 electronics),   
electrical cabinet fully renovated;  new uninterrupted  power supply, Diesel 
generator (control/pumps/electrical heater, under completion) for emergency. 

 
   - Emergency cooling operation: Upgrade of gravity-driven nitrogen circuit to 

guarantee even GAr re-condensation during emergency with automatic start of  
cooling mode,  pneumatic operation  of valves in case of total lack of power. 

 

 LAr purification system foreseen upgrades:  Barber Nichols pumps  similarly 
to  LN2 circulation pumps  operating with high reliability without stop/fault;   
a 30,000 l LN2 storage  to increase cooling autonomy. 

 Gas argon residual composition measurement: New system for residual O2, 
H2O, N2, CO2 impurities in  GAr - 1 ppb level, now  at ppm level, under study.  
 



Time evolution of LAr purity  

 

 Electronegative impurities like O2, H2O attenuate e- signal along 1.5 m drift.  
Ar continuously filtered, e life-time measured by charge on cosmic m tracks. 

 Simple model: uniform distribution of the impurities, including internal degassing 
decreasing in time, constant external leak and liquid purification by recirculation.  

 tele [ms] = 0.3 / N[ppb O2 equivalent]             

     tele > 6 [ms]: ~50 ppt !! 

 

 

 

tR: 2 m3/h  ≈ 6 day cycle time 
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 IIR tkkNdtdN tt  exp
tR:  recirculation time for a full detector volume 

 kI and tI : related to the total degassing internal rate 
  k : related to the external leaks 

15% charge loss @ 

1.5 m drift distance 



CNGS trigger 

 CNGS ―Early Warning‖ signal sent 80 ms before the p-spill extraction, 
containing  the predicted  extraction time of the 2  spills  (10.5 μs). 

 Trigger: photomultiplier sum signal for each chamber (100 phe discrimination 
threshold)  within 60 μs wide beam gate, open in  coincidence to p-extraction. 

 80 events per day recorded with a trigger rate of about 1 mHz, with a time 
distribution in agreement with spill duration 

 2.40 ms offset value in 

agreement with 2.44 ms n tof  

(40 μs fiber transit time from 

external lab to Hall B). 
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Cosmic ray trigger 

 Low PMT discrimination threshold: efficient spurious reduction  by coincidence 
of PMT sum signals in 2 adjacent chambers  (50% cathode transparency). 

 
 18 mHz trigger rate  per cryostat:  ~ 100 cosmic events/hour collected on 

T600  to be compared  to 160 events/hour predicted by Monte Carlo.  
 
 Difference due to PMT’s HV biasing/signal read-out (impedance termination 

mismatch) preventing full collection of scintillation light. Only  prompt photons 
(30-40% of total) can be exploited for trigger signal generation.  
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2 ms/div 

System re-designed:         
custom low-noise integrating 
preamplifier for each PMT + 
external active signal adder    
to allow signal integration over a 
RC = 10 ms  of slow component of  
light signal, increasing at least 
by a factor 2 signal amplitude. 

Implementation on T600 by end September 



 DR-slw algorithm implemented in a new SuperDaedalus chip (FPGA) to trigger 
charge deposition on TPC wires [B. Baibussinov et al., JInst 5:P12006 (2010)].  
 

Peak signal generated when S(t) over threshold 
A trigger is fired when peak’s majority is satisfied 

Peak stretching. 25125 ms to 
guarantee high efficiency for 

inclined tracks 
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Triggering on the charge deposition 
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Triggering with SuperDaedalus: preliminary results 
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Run 10356 Ev 474 

Run 10354 Ev 85 

Collection view 

C-ray  events detected by SuperDaedalus trigger and not by PMT trigger. 
 

~2 MeV isolated electron 

Short muons traks 
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 59 S_Daedalus installed  on West Module 
full Collection view equipped by December 

 logical board  for majority/OR per crate 
successfully tested: now in production.  

  1 mHz  trigger rate/board (32 wires)  
with S(t)> 6, Majority > 6/16 adjacent 
wires,  to enable local trigger . 



- 1st level trigger: 1 full-drift acquisition/SPS p-extraction (17000 spills/day) 

- 2nd level trigger: charge dep. on Collection filtering events with DR-slw. 

- DR-slw algorithm qualified on CNGS events recorded in Oct.1st–Nov.22nd 2010   

CNGS: an independent charge trigger based on DR-slw algorithm 

 

CNGS events vs. residual fakes, 
as a function of number of fired 
boards (32 wires):  

 full detection efficiency on 
CNGS n/m events 

 Empty rejection factor >1000, 
for at least 6 fired boards 
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 real-time fake event rejection at 104 level, resulting in tens of events/day. 

     Since May 3rd: filtering more than 1,6 106 spills (2.3 1019 p.o.t):                        
8 events detected  (no PMT), 7 m from CNGS n interaction in rock,                   
1 cosmic m, in 4.3 105 CNGS spills analyzed sample 



DAQ status 

 Builder architecture: dataflow splitted into 4 parallel streams, handled by 
different machines:  event building time reduced by 2, increasing  building rate 
> 0.5 Hz with negligible dead time (to acquire low energy events).   

 2012 further improvement:  re-factorize of network bandwidth allocation, 
halving the number of readout CPU sharing the same link (12 instead of 24 per 
switch) solving data traffic congestions. 
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 last 2 month history (including charge trigger on spill) 

SPS Technical stop  

Trigger rate 

Collected Events per run 

Last 2000 data taking history 



Data handling  

 

 Online Data Quality Monitor (DQM) consistency  check  of each 
stream header & of each board wrt  event trigger mask:  in case 
of “bad events”  an alarm to restart run. 

 Fraction of bad events negligible (7% before DQM activation, 
under  recovering). 

 

 

4 files (streams)  

per event 

Data Quality  

Monitor 

Merging and  

offline storaging 

   DAQ  

4 parallel 

    cpu 

PMT (cosmics) 

CNGS gate+DR-SLW 

CNGS gate +PMT  
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 The 4 streams  automatically merged /zipped/copied in  temporary  storage in    
   LNGS computing center, globally 3 TB /day to be handled: 
    - Processing Units: 48 CPU Xeon 2.33 GHz  
    - Storage Units: 24TB hard disks 
   -  Library Unit: 120TB backup space on tape  
Data continuously copied to local LTO4 tapes (LNGS)  & CNAF Tape facility 
 
A full replica of ICARUS rawdata permanently stored quickly/easily accessed 
from all  sites involved in  data analysis (Mi, Na, Pd, Pv) both from LNGS &  CNAF 
 
 



ICARUS monitoring: examples 

RMS > 4 #ADC 

RMS > 2.4 #ADC 

BOARDS NOT ACQUIRED 

TRIGGER MONITOR 

WIRE NOISE MONITOR 

RMS > 2.4 #ADC  

& DIGITAL NOISE 

NO BEAM 
DISABLED TRIGGER SOURCES 
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 Trigger monitor: every 200 s 

 DAQ CPU status monitor: every 30 s 

 Wire noise monitor: every 5 hours 

 Online disk occupancy monitor: every 0.5 h 

 DQM (Data Quality Monitor): every 
collected event 



CNGS  neutrino run in 2010 - 2011    

 ICARUS fully operational since Oct. 1st 

2010: 5.8 1018 pot collected. 

 Event statistics in agreement with  
predictions (2.6 ν CC + 0.86 ν NC)10-17/pot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

2010 
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2011 

Detector live-time >93%  

Event type Collected Expected 

νμ CC 115 129 

ν NC 46 42 

ν XC * 7 - 

Total 169 172 

 CNGS Beam restarted on March 19th 2011: 
3.7 1019 pot collected over    3.9 1019 pot 
delivered by CERN up to September 12th. 
 

  2010 data kept as a training/control sample  

 Physics  analysis  going on  2011 data 

 Progress on reconstruction /analysis software  shown with examples 
and distributions  obtained with  2010 neutrino data 



Muon momentum by Multiple Scattering 

110 muons  from νμ CC events in 2010 run 

<E>=11.5 GeV 

<EMC>=12.0 GeV 
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Measured 
momentum 

consistent on 
average with 
expectation  

 Key tool to measure  
momentum of  non-
contained ms: essential 
for atmosph./CNGS ns. 

 Kalman fit of the 
segmented muon track 
(segment length Lseg) 

 Momentum p extracted 
from deflection  angle θ 
measurement, χ2 of  fit 

 Method validated on 
stopping μs extended to 
higher energy. 

 Δp/p depends mainly on 
track length: for CNGS 
Δp/p~16% on average 

Deflection angle contributions: 
MS angle 

detector  
resolution 



3D Reconstruction, Particle identification (Neural Network) 

 Particle identification based on: 

 distance between nearby 3D hits: dx 

 3D hits and charge deposition : dE/dx 

  Energy reconstructed, quenching included 

pid 
p K p m 

efficiency 
[%] 

purity 
[%] MC 

p 481 4 0 0 99.2 98.0 
K 10 380 0 0 97.4 99.0 
p 0 0 196 40 83.1 98.5 
m 0 0 3 216 98.6 84.4 

Very high 
identification 

efficiency for p, 
k, pion+muon 
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 3D reconstruction from 2D based on 
Polygonal Line Algorithm (PLA), linking 
hits in  different views according to: 
 drift sampling; 
 sequence of hits.   



Run 9809 Event 651 

Track 

 

 

1(p) 

 

5(p) 
 

7(p) 

 

8(p) 

 

9(p) 

 

10(p) 

 

11(p) 

Edep 
[MeV] 

 

185±16 

 

192±16 

 

142±12 

 

94±8 

 

26±2 

 

141±12 

 

123±10 

range 
[cm] 

 

15 

 

20 

 

17 

 

12 

 

4 

 

23 

 

6 
6 protons, 1 pion decays at rest 

muon: 7.1 ± 1.3 [GeV/c] 
17 

Stopping particles in the nμ CC CNGS events  



electron - p0 identification 

mgg = 133.4 ± 3.0(stat) ± 4.0(sys)MeV/c2

The systematic error mostly due to the calibration 

Reconstruction of π0-showers 

  

M inv = 2E1E2 cos(q12 )

MonteCarlo  study of e/g separation:   
3% residual contamination on single 
shower using dE/dx 

ICARUS T300 Pavia run 

n
. 
o

f 
e
v
e
n

ts
 

<dE/dx> (MeV/cm) 

π0-showers  identified by 
  Photon conversion separated  
from primary vertex 
  Reconstruction of invariant mass 
  Ionization in the first segment of   
showers (1 mip or 2 mips) 
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NC/CC rejection @ 103 level 



p0 reconstruction in CNGS event 

p0
 

p0
 

44
o

 

65
o

 

Edep = 87±7 MeV 

Edep = 108±9 MeV 

Edep = 229±20 MeV 

Edep = 139±12 MeV 

Minv= 104 MeV/c
2 

pp = 165 MeV/c 

(0.478, -0.729, 0.49)  

Minv= 133 MeV/c
2 

 pp = 344 MeV/c 

(0.697, 0.497, -0.517)  

Conversion distances: 
71.2 cm,  13.7 cm, 41.8 cm, 17.4 cm 

Initial ionizations: 

 5.1, 6.1, 3.1 and 4.4 MeV/cm 
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LAr-TPC: powerful technique. Run 9927 Event 572  

Total visible energy 4.5 GeV 

close-up of two e.m. showers 
Collection 

Induction2 

Conversion distances 

6.9 cm,  2.3 cm 

Primary vertex: 

very long m (1), e.m. 
Cascade (2), p (3). 

Secondary vertex: 

Longest track (5)  
is m coming from 
stopping k (6),   m 
decay  is observed. 

pm = 10.5±1.1 GeV/c   

by multiple scattering 

M*gg = 125±15 MeV/c2 

12.5 m 

1
.5

 m
 

2.2 mip’s 

(average) 

Total transverse momentum ~ 250 MeV/c 
(consistent with Fermi momentum) 

ALL PARTICLES RECONSTRUCTED IN 3D 
+ DEPOSITED ENERGY MEASUREMENT 

p0 
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Atmospheric n candidate 

Very small event 
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Track 

 

1 (p, decays in 
flight) 

2 (p) 

2a (m) 

2b (e) 

3 (m) 

4 (p) 

5 (p) 

6 (?) (merged 
with vtx) 

Ek 

[MeV] 

136.1 

26 

79.1 

24.1 

231.6 

168 

152 

Range 
[cm] 

55.77 

3.3 

17.8 

10.4 

99.1 

19.2 

16.3 

2.9 

 Total visible 
energy:887 MeV  

 Out-of-time wrt 
CNGS spill, 350 
angle w.r.t. beam 
direction. 



CNGS NC event with h created in the primary vertex 

Run 9962 Event 2276 

t0 = 1439 , vdrift =1.589 [mm/ms] 

te =  7163 [ms] 

1 

2 

3: p → m → e  

Collection 

Induction2 

p → m 

e  

Edep tot = 172±15 MeV 

M*
gg = 512 ± 48  [MeV/c2] 

 

ph  : 2066  [MeV/c] 

 

pt  : 722    [MeV/c] 

44.5o±2.5o   

Conversion distances: 26 cm,  12 cm. 
Initial ionization: 4.3 and 5.1 MeV/cm 

1884 ± 41 [MeV] 

242 ± 15 [MeV] 

Edep p = 137± 12 MeV 

Edep e = 35  ±  3  MeV 

Pion decays at rest to muon.  
Muon not visible in the detector while electron from m decay is perfectly visible. Slide: 22 



Neutrino energy reconstruction for CNGS nm CC events 

 Calorimetric reconstruction: 

“raw”deposited energy compared 
with MC for CNGS CC interactions  
(2010 data) 

 

 Total measured energy of 2010 nm CC: 

Lepton and hadronic jet 
reconstructed separately 

m momentum via multiple scattering 

hadron energy from calorimetric 
measurement ⊕ MC corrections for 
non containment/non compensation. 
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PRELIMINARY!!! 

Calibrations: to be checked 

 -- DATA: < E > = 25.4 ± 2.0 GeV 

 93 collected events 

-- MC: < E > = 26.1 ± 0.5 GeV 



Electron event candidate 

 A 2010 neCC candidate presumably from intrinsic ne beam contamination .     
This event has 45 GeV energy with a single powerful 37 GeV e.m. shower at 
vertex with a longitudinal profile peaking at the expected position (~88 cm).  

1.5 m 

3.1 m 
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Reconstruction of m from CNGS n interactions in the rock   

 Reconstruction   of 
muon direction (from 
rock n):   agrees with 
expectations  

     q = 86.7o, j = 0o 
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 MC: < E > = 0.98 GeV     

 Real: < E > = 1.1 GeV 

Automatic energy reconstruction for cosmic events 

 Physical events identified by automatic filter optimized to reject fakes: 

       -  output of visual scan used to validate automatic algorithm for event         
pre-selection/noise rejection 

       -  for cosmics (+ others) : 99% efficiency with 103 empty event rejection. 

Slide#  :  

 Identification  of  region 
containing  events (up to now 
only in Collection ) and energy 
estimation taking into account 
electron  lifetime/quenching 
corrections. 

 

 Same filter applied to MC 
cosmic events: efficiency of 
PMTs from real data 
accounted for. 



Searching sterile neutrinos @ CERN-PS (> 2012) 

Re-use old TT7 tunnel/cavern to house primary beamline, target station 

Proton beam to be provide by CERN PS 

Near detector 

Far detector 

T150 

T600 

Two positions foreseen for the detector locations, 127 m and 850 m from target: 

• ―Far‖ detector, L/E~1 km/GeV: ICARUS T600 transported to CERN BEBC Hall 
in 2013 after CNGS programme, ensuring new operation again in 2014; 

• ―Near‖ detector bg. 181, L/E~0.15 km/GeV: to be constructed anew (2 years), 
as much as possible identical to the T600 but with a mass of 150 t. 

REVIVAL OF THE CERN PS NEUTRINO BEAM    Rende Steerenberg, CERN Switzerland 
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Neutrino oscillation “anomalies”: sterile neutrino hints 

 Sterile neutrinos were first proposed by B. M. Pontecorvo in a seminal 
paper [JETP, 53, 1717 (1967)],  where he considered  existence of 
right-handed n’s, vacuum n oscillations in laboratory/astrophysics, 
lepton number violation, 0n-bb decay, and other questions that 
dominated neutrino physics up to now.  

 Experimentally two distinct classes of anomalies have been observed: 

apparent disappearance signals: (1) the anti-ne events detected 
from near-by nuclear reactors and (2) from the Mega-Curie             
k-capture calibration  sources in the solar-ne Gallium experiments; 

observation for excess signals of ne electrons from neutrinos from 
particle accelerators (LNSD/MiniBooNE). 

 These experiments may all point out to the possible existence of 
additional non standard  n-states driving oscillations at small distances, 
with  Dm2

new ≥ 1 eV2  and relatively large mixing angle. 

 The existence of a 4th n state may be also hinted — or at least not 
excluded — by cosmological data.                                                                

                          B. M. Pontecorvo was maybe right also for sterile n’s!  Slide 28 



Short baseline reactor antin anomaly – Gallium anomaly 

Observed/predicted = 0.937 ± 0.027 

Dm2
new≫ 1 eV2sin2(2qnew) = 0.06 

3 active n 

3 active + sterile n 

 Experimental results  
compared to predictions 
without oscill. including new 
reactor spectra, n lifetime, 
off-equilibrium effcts.   
Averaged ratio:                 
0.937 ± 0.027.   

 Blue line: sterile n,       
Dm2

new≫ 1eV2, sin2(2qnew)=0.06 
(sin2(2q13) =0.06)                    
G. Mention et al.arXiv:1101.2755  
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 SAGE & GALLEX experiments recorded calibration signal 
produced by intense artificial k-capture 51Cr, 37Ar 
sources.  Averaged ratios of detected/predicted n rates 
consistent with each other: R=0.86±0.05, 2.7 from R=1.  

 



The LSND/MiniBooNE like anomalies (n
m
  n

e
) 

 LSND anti-ne excess (87.9 ±  22.4 ± 6.0), 3.8  
effect at L/E distances of 0.5 – 1.0 m/MeV: 
additional mass-squared difference largely in 
excess of 3 n Model’s values.  

 

 MiniBooNE at  FNAL:  new low energy 
excess‖anomaly‖ in both n  and nbar  beams 

 MiniBooNE still show presence of ―LSND like 
anomaly’’ for antine energy > 430 MeV.  
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Anti n mode 



A unified approach ? 

 Allowed regions in the  plane for 
combined results: 

 the ne disappearance rate (right) 
(reactors and Gallium sources)  

 the LSND and MiniBooNE (anti)-ne 
anomalies (left). 

 While the values of Dm2
new may have 

a common origin, the different 
values of sin2(2qnew) may reflect 
within  ≥ 4 neutrinos hypothesis & 
mass matrix U(4,k) ≈ 0.1 , k = µ and e. 

Combined likelihood 

for ne disppearance 

Combined likelihood 

for nm -> ne oscillation 

MiniBoone  

anti-n 
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 A definitive clarification of  described n “anomalies” requires: 

  

 direct, unambiguous measurement of oscillation pattern, i.e.  
(simultaneous) observation at different distances.  In this way,   
the values of Dm2 and sin2(2q) can be separately identified. 

 L/E oscillation paths lengths to ensure appropriate matching  to 
Dm2 window for the expected anomalies. 

 Interchangeable n and anti-n focussed beams. 

 Very high rates due to large masses, in order to record        
relevant effects at the percent level (>106 nm, ≈104 ne). 

 ―Imaging‖ detector capable to identify unambiguously all        
reaction channels with a ―Gargamelle class‖  detector,             
where both ne and nm components are cleanly identified: 

            ICARUS LAr-TPC:  a novel detector for n physics 
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Basic features of the proposed experiment 

 Our proposed experiment at CERN PS, collecting a large amount of data both 
with n and anti-n focussing, may be able to give a likely definitive answer to 
the 4 following queries:  

the LSND/+MiniBooNe both antineutrino, neutrino nm  ne oscillation 
anomalies;  

The Gallex + Reactor oscillatory disappearance of the initial ne signal, 
both for neutrino and antineutrinos   

If an oscillatory disappearance maybe present in the nm signal, it should 
also be detectable.  

Accurate comparison between neutrino and antineutrino related 
oscillatory anomalies, maybe due to CPT violation.  
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 Starting point: PS-180 experiment and I216/P311 proposal (1999).  

 19.2 GeV protons -1.25 1020 pot/y (30 kW average power). 

 5 year PS beam exposure,  n and anti-n  mode  

 CERN preliminary studies:  civil infrastructures can be equipped with new 
beam line (after consolidation /safety upgrade).    

    Required proton intensity  at reach  with a more efficient use of PS beam. 
 



I216/P311 proposal 

Unique features of the CERN PS beam 

 The present proposal is a search for spectral differences of electron 
like specific signatures in two identical detectors  but at two different 
distances from the source.  

 In absence of oscillations, apart some beam related small spatial 
corrections, the two spectra are a precise copy of each other, 
independently of the specific experimental event signatures and 
without any Monte Carlo comparisons.  

 Therefore an exact, observed proportionality between the two ne 
spectra implies directly the absence of neutrino oscillations over 
the measured interval of L/E.  

Precise identity of  ne events 

in  near/far positions 

 This specific property 
of ne is due to the fact 
that they are produced 
essentially by K-decay 
with a much wider 
angular distribution.  

Slide 34 Moscow, August 18 2011 



Sensitivity to ne disappearance anomalies 

 Sensitivities (90% CL) in the sin2(2qnew) vs. Dm2
new for an integrated intensity 

of   2.5 1020 pot (30 kW average CERN/PS beam intensity), a fully dedicated 
(90 kW) neutrino beam and a 270 kW curve. They are compared (red) with  
“anomalies” of reactor + Gallex/Sage experiments. 1% overall + 3% bin-to-bin 
systematic uncertainty is included (for 100 MeV bins).  
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LSND direct determination of mass and mixing angle 

 The present proposed experiment could determine both the mass 
difference and the value of the mixing angle.   

 Very different and clearly distinguishable patterns are possible, depending 
on the values in the (Dm2 – sin2 2q) plane. 

 The intrinsic ne background is also shown.  
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Expected  signal for LSND/MiniBooNE  anomalies 

 Event rates for the near and far detectors given for 2.5 1020 pot 
(30 kW beam power) for En < 8 GeV. The oscillated signals are 
clustered below 3 GeV of visible energy. 
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Comparing LSND sensitivities (arXiv:0909.0355) 

Expected sensitivity for proposed experiment exposed at  CERN-PS neutrino 
beam (left) for 2.5 1020 pot (30 kW basic option) and twice as much for anti-
neutrino (right). LSND allowed region is fully explored both for n /anti-n.   
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Thank you 


